DESCRIPTION: Papers (1904-1939) documenting the activities of the Socialist Revolutionary Party, especially of the Party's "Zagranichnaia Delegatsia" (Foreign Delegation). The collection, which for the most part concerns the period after 1920, represents only a fraction of the entire S.R. Archive; another portion is housed at the International Institute for Social History in Amsterdam, while materials deposited with the Russian Historical Archive in Prague were transferred to the USSR.

The contents of this collection include: correspondence, manuscripts, minutes of "Zagranichnaia Delegatsia" meetings from the 1920s, and financial records both from the Party organization in Russia (1908-1915) and from its Estonian and Finnish affiliates (1922). The collection's subject files are particularly rich in materials on S.R. groups in foreign countries and on Party infiltrators ("provokatory"), including E.F. Azef. The collection also contains photographs of several prominent S.R.'s, including Ekaterina Breshko-Breshkovskaya; printed materials, including the first five issues of Sotsialist Revoliutsioner (1927-1932); and seals from the offices of the "Zagranichnaia Delegatsia." Correspondents which figure prominently in the collection are: Nikolai D. Avksent'ev, Viktor M. Chernov, Il'ia I. Fondaminskii, Osip S. Minor and Vladimir M. Zenzinov; there is one letter by Azef. Much of the pre-1920 correspondence is addressed to Mark A. Matan-son; after 1922 a large number of the letters are addressed to Sergei P. Postnikov.
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Box 1. Catalogued Correspondence, Manuscript and Photographs

Correspondence
Argunov, Andrei Aleksandrovich
Avksent'ev, Nikolai Dmitrievich
Azef, Evno Fishelevich
Bakh, Aleksei Nikolaevich
Bleklov, Stepan Mikhailovich
Burtsev, Vladimir L'vovich
Chaikovskii, Nikolai Vasil'evich
Chernov, Viktor Mikhailovich
Feit, Andrei Iulievich
Fondaminskii, Il'ia Isidorovich
Karpovich, Mikhail Mikhailovich
Lebedev, Vladimir Ivanovich
Minor, Osip Solomonovich
Rubanovich, I.A.
Rusanov, Nikolai Sergeevich
Savinov, Boris Viktorovich
Slonim, Mark L'vovich
Volkhovskii, Feliks V.
Vysotskii, A. D.
Zenzinov, Vladimir Mikhailovich

Manuscripts

Photographs
Breshko-Breshkovskia, Ekaterina K.
Starnskii, Aleksandr Fedorovich

Boxes 2-3. Arranged Correspondence

2. A-C
Chernova, I.
D
Daniel-Bekoff, G.
Dzen, Petr Adamovich
F-M
Makhin, Fedor Evdokimovich
Moiseenko, Boris Nikolaevich
N-P
Postnikov, Sergei Porfir'evich
Prison letters -- A.R. Gots from Butyrsk prison
Prison letters -- Miscellaneous
R
Ratner, E.
Rossel, Leonid (alias Arnold Rampa)

3. S
Stalinskii, E.A.
Starynkevich, I.I.
Sukhomlin, V.
T-Z
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3. continued
Zagranichnaiia Delegatsia
Unidentified
Unidentified telegrams
Miscellaneous — Notes, envelopes, calling cards, lists
In code (?)

Box 4. Manuscripts and Minutes

Manuscripts
By Chernov, V.I.
By Postnikov, S.P.
By Rutenberg, P.
By Tuin, N.A.
By various authors
Anonymous
Fragments
Declarations, Announcements, Directives

Minutes
"Zagranichnaiia Delegatsia P.S.R." (1921-1922)
"Zagranichnaiia Delegatsia P.S.R." (1923-1926)
"Zasedania 2-go sezda Zagranichnykh Organizatsii P.S.R."

Box 5. Financial Records and Documents

Financial Records
Accounts — Finland (1922)
Accounts — Tallin, Estonia (1922)
Miscellaneous accounts (1908-1915) 3 folders
Miscellaneous accounts (1922-1924)
Revolutionnaiia Rossiia and Letyuchii Listok — Accounts (1920-21)
"Smeta raskhodov po sozyvu vserossiiskogo sezda agronomov-
kooperatorov..."

Documents
Personal

Boxes 6-7 Subject Files, Photographs and Printed Material

6. Subject Files
Arrests and exile
Committee to aid socialist political prisoners in Russia
Death of G.A. Gershuni
Death of I.A. Rubanovich
Delo Azefa
Delo 26 Bakinskikh kommissarov
Delo Derbera
Delo Evalenka
Delo Iakova Grinfelda
Delo M. Morgulis Levskogo
Delo provokatora Massa
6. continued
   Delo provokatora Seletskogo
   Delo provokatora "Vania" -- Ivan Ivanovich Tsytsyn
   Delo Ratnera
   Delo Semena Ryssa
   Miscellaneous "provocations"
   "Gody Razdora" (1926-1928)
   Golos Rossii

7. "Ispolnitel'nyi Komitet Sozyva Chlenov Uchreditel'nogo Sob-
   raniia" (S.R. faction)
   Party archive
   Party archive -- Transfer to Belgrade
   Party history project
   S.R. Party -- Armenia
   S.R. Party -- Czechoslovakia (Prague)
   S.R. Party -- Egypt
   S.R. Party -- England
   S.R. Party -- Far East
   S.R. Party -- France (Paris)
   S.R. Party -- Germany
   S.R. Party -- "Iuzhnoe Biuro" (Odessa)
   S.R. Party -- Latvia (also Social Democrats)
   S.R. Party -- Lithuania
   S.R. Party -- Poland
   S.R. Party -- Siberia
   S.R. Party -- "Tsentral'noe Biuro"
   S.R. Party -- Ukraine
   S.R. Party -- United States (New York)
   S.R. Party -- "Zagranichnaia Delegatsia"

Photographs

Printed Material
   Clippings, broadsides etc.
   Mimeo material
   Sotsialist Revoliutsioner, No. 1-5 (1927-1931)

Seals